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Abstract Under the background of complicated inter-
connected network, the splitting criterion for accurately
capturing the electrical center in real time is the prerequi-
site of power grid splitting. This paper studies the features
of electric quantity in the electrical center in aspect of the
instantaneous frequency, and proposes the out-of-step
splitting criterion for power systems based on bus voltage
frequency. Firstly, through the establishment and solution
to the out-of-step model of the power grid, the analytical
expression of the voltage frequency at any position is
obtained in the out-of-step oscillation, and the voltage
frequency features of electrical center and non-electrical
center are analyzed in details. Then, this paper constructs
the typical scene of migration of electrical center to study
the change rules of voltage frequency. Finally, the splitting
criterion based on bus voltage frequency is proposed as
well as the instruction for use. This criterion is easy to be
realized and can adapt to the migration of electrical center.
Also it is free from the limits of power network structure
and operational mode. Simulation results of CEPRI-36
system and interconnected network example of one actual
region verify the accuracy and the effectiveness of the
proposed criterion.
Keywords Out-of-step splitting, Voltage frequency,
Electrical center, Splitting criterion
1 Introduction
With the development of a long-distance and high-ca-
pacity interconnected network, the increasingly enhanced
power exchange between regions has brought enormous
social and economic benefits [1–3]. However, with the
improvement of power network structure and operation
mode complexity, the risks of cascading fault and even
large power outage increase [4, 5]. Out-of-step splitting, as
an important component of the third defensive line in
systems, is of great significance to the prevention of power
grid breakdown and large-area power outage. At present,
out-of-step splitting device takes catching the electrical
center as core criterion means [6–10]. Therefore, studies on
the out-of-step splitting criterion have been the hotspot of
scholars.
In the out-of-step process of a system, the electrical
center, as the lowest voltage point [11], owns the periodic
zero passage of circuit active power [12], maximum
potential energy, overall infusion of the reactive power at
both sides towards the center [13] and 0 * 360 periodical
continuous changes of the bus voltage phase angle differ-
ence at both sides and other electrical quantity features.
Due to the electrical center migrates, the current criterion
has the following problems in fitness.
1) When the system oscillation mode is relatively sim-
ple, the electrical center does not migrate. ucosu criterion
reflects the lowest voltage point and through the locus of
ucosu, it passes through seven regions step by step to catch
the electrical center in out-of-step cycle so as to accurately
identify the occurrence time of the electrical center [14].
However, it is difficult to determine the specific location of
a electrical center. The phase angle criterion is based on the
change rules of the phase angle in asynchronism [15]. It
can clarify the direction of the electrical center but cannot
obtain the detailed location. Apparent impedance locus
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criterion [16] and impedance angle criterion [17] are based
on the periodic zero passage principle of out-of-step sec-
tion active power but the non-electrical center circuit also
may appear the zero passage phenomena of active power,
which is easy to cause the device misjudgment. Reactive
power integral criterion carries out the reactive power
integral computation of interconnection lines at both sides
in the out-of-step cycle to judge the electrical center [18].
However, its integral origin is difficult to choose and the
integration period is not easy to determine. Thus, it lacks
practicability. Most of the actual out-of-step splitting
devices adopt the compound criterion for better
reliability.
2) The electrical center rapidly and dynamically
migrates among multiple interfaces due to the oscillation
mode of systems and other reasons. Numerous simulations
and actual operation accident analyses indicate that after
the out-of-step of large-region interconnected network, the
adaptability of the above criterion further reduces. For
example, ucosu criterion for lack of the integrity of locus
mainly manifests that its locus only passes through few
regions and fails to reach the action threshold, leading to
the refusing action. Even the compound criterion still fails
to solve these inherent problems. The migration of elec-
trical center brings a great challenge to the normal action of
out-of-step splitting, which may lead to serious conse-
quences [19]. Therefore, real-time and accurate identifi-
cation and location of the electrical center and better
dealing with the dynamic migration of the electrical center
are urgent issues to be solved at present.
The identification and location of the electrical center
based on the frequency characteristics is a new try. Refer-
ences [20, 21] proposed the frequency characteristics-based
location method and relevant criterion of the electrical cen-
ter. However, these studies are not profound enough, mainly
including the problems: 1) The instantaneous frequency of
the electric current is not easy to be measured, leading to the
difficulty in the actual application; 2) After the out-of-step of
power grid, the system frequencies at both sides are not
consistent, so that the solution method by phasor diagram
should not be adopted. Thus, the analyticalmethod is used; 3)
The extremum of the voltage frequency curve deduced from
the formula is fixed as the frequencies of equivalent potential
at both sides of the system, which does not conform to the
actual situation. Therefore, the studies of the electrical center
based on the frequency characteristics need further
explorations.
Given this, this paper firstly makes detailed theoretical
derivation and solution on the basis of equivalent two-
machine system, obtaining the analytical expression of the
instantaneous voltage frequency in the electrical and non-
electrical centers. Also it discusses the distribution of
extremum, analyzes the voltage frequency characteristics
of electrical center and non-electrical center at different
voltage amplitude ratios in case of out-of-step of the power
grid and further obtains the voltage frequency change rules
in the typical scene of electrical center migration. Finally,
out-of-step splitting criterion based on bus voltage fre-
quency is proposed and its accuracy and the effectiveness
are verified in CEPRI-36 system and interconnected net-
work example of one actual region.
2 Out-of-step model
Due to the out-of-step of power grid, the equivalent
power angle of two-generator increases gradually. The out-
of-step of power grid also can be viewed as the instability
of two-generators or instability of successive multiple two-
generators [22, 23], manifested by continuous oscillation of
voltages and currents, and inconsistent frequencies at two
system sides. Therefore, the variation law of out-of-step
oscillation center in a power system can be discussed by
establishing an equivalent two-generator model.
Figure 1 shows the equivalent two-generator system
model. Two generators at two system sides are represented
by the equivalent potential _EM and _EN . It is assumed that
the interconnection wire AB is even and its impedance
angle is the same with the system impedance angle. The
impedance variation within the variable frequency range is
neglected. The impedance from any point (D) to the busbar
(B) is ZDB.
Actually, since the instantaneous current frequency of
power grid after out-of-step is difficult to be gained, this
paper focused on the voltage frequency characteristics
during the out-of-step of power system. Parameters are
expressed by instantaneous values
eM ¼ EM sinðxMtÞ
eN ¼ EN sinðxNtÞ





where xM and xN are the instantaneous frequencies of
equivalent potentials at two system sides; uD, UD and xD
are instantaneous voltage, voltage effective value and
instantaneous frequency of D, respectively.
Supposing that A and B are the sending and receiving








Fig. 1 Equivalent two-generator system
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uD ¼ eN þ cðeM  eNÞ ¼ EN sinðxNtÞ
þ cEM sinðxMtÞ  EN sinðxNtÞ









1 cþ cke cosðDxtÞ
2 þ cke sinðDxtÞ
2
q
 sinðxNt þ aÞ
ð2Þ
where c is the location coefficient of D, c ¼
ðZDB þ ZNÞ=ZR (0\ c\ 1); Dx is the frequency differ-
ence between two system sides Dx¼xM  xN ; ke is the
potential amplitude ratio at two system sides ke¼ EMEN ;
a = arctan cke sinðDxtÞ
1cþcke cosðDxtÞ.




1 cþ cke cosðDxtÞ




In one out-of-step cycle, the position with minimum UD
at any time is called the the oscillation center. When t ¼
kp=Dx (k is odd), the minimum UD is achieved at c ¼
1=ð1þ keÞ where is the electrical center.
Put b¼xNt þ a in (1), the instantaneous voltage fre-
quency of D is
xD ¼ db
dt
¼ xN þ da
dt
¼ xN
þ cð1 cÞke cosðDxtÞ þ c
2k2e
ð1 cÞ2 þ 2cð1 cÞke cosðDxtÞ þ c2k2e
Dx
ð4Þ
The instantaneous voltage frequency at D changes as
time goes on from (4). It is determined by its location, ke
and Dx.
For the convenience of theoretical analysis, frequencies
at two system sides are believed to be constant within the
short out-of-step time. In other word, Dx is a constant.
Researches confirme that such simplification cannot influ-
ence the variation law of voltage frequency [24].
Let uðtÞ ¼ cð1cÞke cosðDxtÞþc2k2eð1cÞ2þ2cð1cÞke cosðDxtÞþc2k2e , then the voltage
frequency is
xD ¼ xN þ uðtÞDx ð5Þ
Calculate the derivative of uðtÞ,
u0ðtÞ ¼ cð1 cÞke

c2k2e  ð1 cÞ2

sinðDxtÞ
ð1 cÞ2 þ 2cð1 cÞke cosðDxtÞ þ c2k2e
2 Dx
ð6Þ
Since u0ðtÞ, c ¼ 1=ð1þ keÞ or t ¼ kp=Dx (k is an
integer). Then, xD reaches the minimum or the maximum
when
1) c ¼ 1=ð1þ keÞ (D is the electrical center). Substi-
tuting it into (5):
xD¼ðxM þ xNÞ=2 ¼ xav ð7Þ
where xav is the mean voltage frequency of two system
sides.
2) 1=ð1þ keÞ\c\1:
a) t ¼ kp=Dx (k is even), xD reaches the minimum
value.
xDmin¼xN þ 1 cþ ckeð1 cÞ2 þ 2cð1 cÞke þ c2k2e
ckeDx ð8Þ
b) t ¼ kp=Dx (k is odd), xD reaches the maximum
value.
xDmax¼xN þ c 1þ ckeð1 cÞ2  2cð1 cÞke þ c2k2e
ckeDx ð9Þ
3) 0\c\1=ð1þ keÞ
a) t ¼ kp=Dx (k is even), xD reaches the maximum
value:
xDmax¼xN þ 1 cþ ckeð1 cÞ2 þ 2cð1 cÞke þ c2k2e
ckeDx
ð10Þ
b) t ¼ kp=Dx (k is odd), xD reaches the minimum
value:
xDmin¼xN þ c 1þ ckeð1 cÞ2  2cð1 cÞke þ c2k2e
ckeDx ð11Þ
According to the above theoretical analysis, the voltage
frequency variation of electrical center and D during the
out-of-step of system with different ke is shown in
Fig. 2.
Voltage frequency characteristics at different positions
with different ke are analyzed according to Fig. 2. When
ke = 1.0, the electrical center falls on the center of AB.
When ke = 1.2 and 0.8, c is 0.4545 and 0.5556, respec-
tively. This indicates that the electrical center is closer to
the side with smaller voltage amplitude. Moreover, the
voltage frequency of electrical center is always equal to the
mean voltage frequency at two system sides. Voltage fre-
quencies of different positions at the same side of electrical
center show similar continuous periodic changes against
time and their voltage frequency curves have point of
intersection. It is calculated that the mean voltage fre-
quency of different positions at the same side of electrical
center in one cycle is equal to the system frequency of this
side. Voltage frequencies at two sides of electrical center
change oppositely and their curves have no point of
intersection. The voltage frequency closer to the electrical
center oscillates more violently and has larger amplitude.
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Otherwise, the voltage frequency oscillates more gently
and has smaller amplitude.
3 Voltage frequency characteristics in migration
of electrical center
In the actual multi-machine system, the electrical center
of the grid power sometimes may fall on one section [19],
instead of one or two interconnection lines. The sections of
two independent sub-networks in the power grid can be
defined as the splitting section. Studies show that under the
influences on the grid fault mode, oscillation mode, fault
clearing time and other factors, the electrical center will
dynamically migrate between different sections. Figure 3
shows the typical scene of electrical center migration in the
multi-machine system, where red dotted line represents the
section of the electrical center, Gi (i = 1, 2, 3) represent
the equivalent machines and a * f represent the buses at
both sides of each circuit branch.
After out-of-step, G1 is a coherent group, while G2 and
G3 constitute another coherent group. At t0, the oscillation
mode changes. G1 and G3 constitute one coherent group
and G2 becomes a coherent group. The bus voltage fre-
quency changes at both sides of each circuit branch are
shown in Fig. 4.
According to the above analysis on the frequency volt-
age characteristics in the out-of-step oscillation, before t0,
the electrical center is located in Sect. 1. It is constituted of
circuit branches ab and cd. At t0, the frequency of bus
c decreases and reverses the direction to intersect with the
frequency curve of bus d, presenting similar change rule.
At the same time, the frequency of bus f decreases and
reverses the direction, which starts to be opposite to the
change of the frequency curve of bus e. At this time, the
electrical center migrates to Sect. 2.
Therefore, despite that there are many complex and
changeable reasons for electrical center migration in actual
grid fault, the voltage frequency of migration satisfies the
following rules all the time, namely, during the migration
of the electrical center, the bus frequency at one side of
electrical center circuit branch starts to have similar

















Fig. 3 Typical scene of electrical center migration
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changes to the other side. After the migration of the elec-
trical center, the frequency curve at one side of new elec-
trical center circuit branch starts to have an opposite
change trend with the other side.
4 Splitting criterion based on bus voltage frequency
With account step of tstep, the bus voltage frequency
difference at both sides of circuit branches L1-2 at t can be
defined as Au12;t ¼ xu1;t  xu2;t. The frequency difference









the voltage frequency increment is defined as
Cui;t ¼ xui;tþtstep  xui;t ði ¼ 1; 2Þ.
It can be known from the above analysis that the voltage
frequencies at both sides of the electrical center in one out-
of-step cycle has two features: 1) opposite voltage fre-
quency locus change; 2) the absolute value of frequency
difference increases firstly and then decreases, where there
is a maximum.
Supposing that the electrical center lies in circuit bran-
ches L1-2. The changes of Bu12;t and Cu1;tCu2;t are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.
It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the frequency difference
increment Bu12;t in one out-of-step cycle changes from
positive to negative and passes zero for once, which cor-
responds to the maximum of the voltage frequency dif-
ference at both sides of buses. It reflects the firstly
increasing and then decreasing feature of the voltage fre-
quency difference at both sides of buses. Figure 6 shows
that the voltage frequency increment at both sides of buses
keeps non-positive, which reflects the opposite voltage
frequency locus at both sides of buses in the electrical
center. Therefore, only when the above two conditions are
satisfied at the same time, the electrical center can be



















0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Bu12,t
Fig. 5 Bus voltage frequency increments at both sides of L1-2
Δωt/rad·s-1
0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Cu1,tCu2,t
Fig. 6 Bus voltage frequency increments at both sides of L1-2
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Bu12;tBu12;tþtstep\0 ð14Þ
Once the electrical center migrates, the voltage
frequency locus at both sides of buses in the electrical
center will become reverse and the expression of the
migration criterion is
Au12;tAu12;tþtstep\0 ð15Þ
The bus voltage frequencies at both sides of all circuits
are real-time monitored. A mass of simulations of the
simplified system of the IEEE standard system model show
that when the bus voltage phase angle differences at both
sides of the interconnected system has exceeded a given
threshold (such as 130) and continues to enlarge, the
power system will be out-of-step [25].
The criterion of bus voltage phase angle differences is a
traditional method to capture the electrical center. The
shortcomings are listed as follows:
1) The bus voltage phase angle differences cannot take
the place of power angle differences and the former is
just the approximation of the latter. Reference [26]
studied the influence factors of the relationship of bus
voltage phase angle differences and power angle
differences. The influence factors include the middle
load between the equivalent two-generator system and
the voltage amplitude ratio at two branch sides, etc.
2) Reference [13] pointed out that when the short circuit
fault occurs on the branch, the bus voltage phase angle
differences at both sides of the branch may also be
180, resulting in the device misjudgment.
Thus, in order to avoid the defects of phase angle dif-
ferences, the out-of-step splitting criterion based on bus
voltage frequency is proposed with the bus voltage phase
angle differences at both sides of the branch Dh[ 130 as
the startup criterion.
The initial value t0 of the parameter t in the equation
above is defined as the moment when the startup criterion
acts. When (12)–(14) are satisfied simultaneously, the
electrical center can be determined by locating on circuit
branch. Further, the location of the electrical center within
half out-of-step cycle can be realized. If the section con-
stituted of the circuit branch of the electrical center is
splitting section, the time node can be determined
according to the practical situation and then the splitting
order is sent and the splitting operation is implemented. If
not, continue monitoring until the splitting section occurs.
If (15) is satisfied during the monitoring period, it is indi-
cated that the electrical center migrates and it needs
locating again. The applicable scope of criterion is that
there are two coherent generators when the system is out-
of-step. Figure 7 shows the flow diagram of bus voltage
frequency-based splitting criterion.
5 Simulation analysis
5.1 CEPRI-36 system example
Simulation calculation is carried out based on power
system analysis software package (PSASP) and the CEPRI-
36 standard system of China Electric Power Research
Institute is adopted. In an operation mode, the output of
generator set in the whole network is 26.78 (per unit value,
with reference value of 100 MW), with the load of 25.69,
frequency standard of 50 Hz and account step 0.01 s.
Three-phase short circuit ground fault occurs at the
circuit branch L19-30 at 0 s and the fault is cleared at 0.2 s.
The relative power angle curve of the generator is shown in
Fig. 8 (taking G1 as reference machine).
Figure 8 shows the relative power angles of generators
G2*G8 and G1. Around 1.37 s, G7 and G8 start to lose
stability compared with the left units. The bus voltage
phase angle differences at both sides of all circuit branches
are monitored and changes within 0*360 according to the
Start
Collect the voltage frequency difference
 at both sides of buses
12, 12, + 1, 2, and stepu t u t t u t u tB B C C
Are Equations
 (12),  (13) and
(14) satisfied?
The electrical center lies
in this circuit branch
Is the splitting
 section feasible?
Split the power system according to the 
actual situation in the selected section
End
Is Equation (15) 
satisfied?
Is the bus voltage phase
         difference               ?130θΔ > Δ
Y
N
Start the  out-of-step











  Calculate the value of
, ,
Fig. 7 Flow chart of bus voltage frequency-based splitting criterion
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bus voltage phase angle differences at both sides of the
electrical center and are continuous by 180. It is found that
only circuit branch L19-30 and circuit branch L33-34
conform to this feature, respectively, as shown in Fig. 9.
It can be known from Fig. 9 that after the fault is cleared
the electrical center lies in circuit branch L19-30 and L33-
34 and does not migrate in the simulation time. Figure 10
indicates that the voltage frequency locus changes at both
sides of circuit branch L19-30 and L33-34 are opposite and
the absolute value of the frequency difference increases
firstly and then decreases, with maximum, which conforms
to the voltage frequency characteristics of the electrical
center.
It can be seen from Fig. 9 that at 0.71 s the relative
power angle Dh ¼ 133[ 130. At this time, the criterion
launches. According to the criterion proposed in this paper,
the bus voltage frequency differences and bus voltage
frequency increments at both sides of L19-30 and L33-34
are shown in Table 1.
It can be seen from Table 1 that at 1.44 s circuit branch
L19-30 can satisfy (12) and (13) simultaneously. At this
time, the criterion launches. At 1.44 s, it satisfies
(12)*(14) simultaneously, indicating that the bus fre-
quency change at both sides are opposite and the absolute
value of the frequency difference at both sides reaches the
maximum at 1.50 s. Therefore, it satisfies frequency cri-
terion and in half out-of-step cycle the electrical center is
determined to locate on circuit branch L19-30. Similarly, it
can be known that the electrical center also is located on
circuit branch L33-34. L19-30 and L33-34 can constitute
splitting section, thus spliting the device action and
implementing the splitting operation. Any circuit branch is
selected and monitor its active power is monitored, as
shown in Fig. 11.
Figure 11 reflects that the active power of circuit branch
after splitting returns to stable change, proving the effec-
tiveness of the splitting.
Fig. 8 Relative power angle of CEPRI-36 system generator
Fig. 9 Bus voltage phase angle differences
Fig. 10 Bus voltage frequencies
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5.2 Actual power grid example
Figure 12 shows the 500 kV grid structure diagram of
the interconnected network in one actual region. This
power grid contains six regional power grids in total.
Among them, HB, HUN, HN and JX regions are named as
major networks. Between SC region, CQ region and HB
region are two-channel constituted of two loops. In these
three regions, there are 148, 20 and 87 generators,
respectively. In one operation mode, SC region transmits
4578 MW power to CQ region and CQ region transmits
2044 MW power to HB region.
At 0 s, three-phase short circuit earth fault occurs at
circuit branch L(JS-SZ) in SC region and the fault is
cleared at 0.19 s. The relative power angle curve of the
generator is shown in Fig. 13 (taking DJ unit in HB region
as reference machine).
According to Fig. 13, power angles of the major units in
SC region and CQ region and the major network region at
1.21 s lay out and lose stability. However, voltage phase
angle differences at both sides of interconnection line
L(ZJB-ES) and L(WX-LQ) in CQ region and HB region are
shown in Fig. 14.
It can be seen from Fig. 14 that after the asynchronism
of the system, the electrical center rapidly migrates on
circuit branch L(ZJB-LS) and L(ZJB-ES), while the elec-
trical center occurs on circuit branch L(WX-LQ) until 2.55.
The bus voltage frequencies at both sides of the above
circuit branches are shown in Fig. 15.
In Fig. 15a, the changing trend of bus voltage frequen-
cies at both sides of circuit branches reflects the constant
and rapid migration of electrical center on circuit branch
L(ZJB-CS) and L(ZJB-ES), which conforms to Fig. 14. It
Table 1 Bus voltage frequency differences and bus voltage frequency increments at both sides of L19-30 and L33-34
Circuit branch t/s Cu1,t (910
-3) Cu2,t (910
-3) Cu1,tCu2,t Bu12,t (910
-3)
L19-30 1.44 -0.62 1.74 \0 2.36[ 0
1.45 -1.29 2.55 \0 3.84[ 0
1.46 -2.25 4.20 \0 6.45[ 0
1.47 -3.30 8.47 \0 11.77[ 0
1.48 -3.89 19.49 \0 23.38[ 0
1.49 -2.74 26.06 \0 28.80[ 0
1.50 0.73 -22.07 \0 -28.80\ 0
L33-34 1.44 1.74 -0.70 \0 2.44[ 0
1.45 2.56 -1.18 \0 3.74[ 0
1.46 4.20 -1.73 \0 5.93[ 0
1.47 8.48 -2.14 \0 10.62[ 0
1.48 19.53 -2.09 \0 21.62[ 0
1.49 26.07 -1.25 \0 27.32[ 0
1.50 -22.16 0.34 \0 -22.50\ 0




































Fig. 12 500 kV grid structure of interconnected network in an actual
region
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can be seen from Fig. 14 that at 1.05 s the relative power
angle Dh ¼ 136[ 130. At this time, the criterion laun-
ches. Using the criterion proposed in this paper, bus volt-
age frequency differences and bus voltage frequency
increments at both sides of the above circuit branches on
some time nodes are provided to illustrate the location of
the electrical center due to the limited space, as shown in
Table 2.
According to Table 2, at 1.95 s circuit branch L(ZJB-
ES) satisfies (12)–(14) simultaneously while circuit branch
L(ZJB-LS) fails to satisfy (14). Therefore, the electrical
center lies in circuit branch L(ZJB-ES) while the circuit
branches of the electrical center do not constitute splitting
section. Therefore, it needs further monitoring. At 2.15 s,
circuit branch L(ZJB-ES) satisfies (15) and the electrical
center migrates on circuit branch L(ZJB-ES). Thus, the
electrical center needs relocating. At 2.18 s, circuit branch
L(ZJB-LS) satisfies (12)–(14) simultaneously and the
electrical center migrates from circuit branch L(ZJB-ES) to
circuit branch L(ZJB-LS). However, the circuit branches of
the electrical center do not constitute splitting section. At
2.38 s, circuit branch L(ZJB-LS) satisfies (15) and the
electrical center migrates on circuit branch L(ZJB-LS).
Thus, the electrical center needs relocating. Until 2.55 s,
the electrical center lies in circuit branch L(ZJB-LS) and
Fig. 13 Relative power angle curves of generator in an intercon-
nected network
Fig. 14 Bus voltage phase angle differences at both sides of circuit
branches Fig. 15 Bus voltage frequencies at both sides of circuit branches
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circuit branch L(WX-LQ) simultaneously and the circuit
branches of the electrical center can constitute splitting
section. According to the actual situation, the time nodes
are determined. Issue the splitting order and implement the
splitting operation. Figure 16 shows that active power
curve of one circuit branch of the major network after
splitting, indicating the effectiveness of splitting.
6 Conclusions
This paper analyzes the frequency characteristics of the
electrical and non-electrical centers at different voltage
amplitude ratios in case of the out-of-step of power grid
and further obtains the voltage frequency change rules of
the migration of electrical center in the typical scene. On
this basis, the out-of-step splitting criterion based on bus
voltage frequency is proposed. This paper draws the fol-
lowing conclusions:
1) In the out-of-step of the power grid, the instantaneous
voltage frequencies of the electrical and non-electrical
centers are relevant to the location, the frequency differ-
ence of the equivalent potentials at both sides and ampli-
tude ratio. The voltage frequency locus changes at both
sides of the electrical center are opposite. In one out-of-
step cycle, the absolute value of frequency difference
increases firstly and then decreases, where there is a
maximum. The voltage frequency loci at the same side are
similar and the curves intersect.
2) In the migration scene of the electrical center, the bus
voltage frequency differences of the electrical center at
both sides pass zero and turns reverse, satisfying the rule.
During the migration of the electrical center, the bus fre-
quency at one side of the electrical center circuit branch
starts to have similar changes to the other side. After the
migration of the electrical center, the frequency curve at
one side of the new electrical center circuit branch starts to
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 16 Active power curve of major network after splitting
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3) The bus voltage frequency-based out-of-step oscilla-
tion splitting criterion proposed in this paper is easy to be
realized and the criterion can adapt to the migration of the
electrical center and be free from the limits of the power
network structure and operation mode. In half out-of-step
cycle, the location of the electrical center can be realized
and simulation calculation is implemented in two typical
scenes, non-migration and rapidly dynamic migration of
the electrical center. Results verify the accuracy and the
effectiveness of the criterion.
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